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On Principally Linear Elliptic Differential
Equations of the Second Order.
By Mitio NAGUMO
§ 0 Introduction
We use the notations du or 3u for —— and 32# or ψu for £ -.
We write x for x
ί9 ,xm9 du for 3w, ••-3w, and 3
2
w for 32w
In this note we shall consider principally linear partial differential
equation0 of elliptic type
X_j£>J= J
 tj 9 9 y.
We assume once for all that the quadratic form Σϊί j-itf i jOOfif j l%5
positive definite. We denote by C[yΓ| the set of all continuous func-
tions on A, and by C*[\A] the set of all functions whose partial
derivatives up to the p-ih order are all continuous on A. Under a
solution of (0) in the domain D we understand a function of C2[D]
which satisfies (0) for x e Zλ2) We say that a solution u(x) of (0) in
D takes the boundary value β(x), when u(x) e C[Z)] and u(x) = β(x)
for jteZλ 3 )
We say a function ω(x) is a quasi-super solution (-sub solution} of
(0) in a domain JD, if for every point x0 e Z>, there exist a neighborhood
C7 of x0 and a finite number of functions ω v(Λr) e C2[C7] (^ = !,...,«)
such that
(0.1) ω(#) = Min ω
v
(Λr) ( Max ω
v
(Λr)) for ΛΓ e U
and
(0.2) Σ">ιύ
1) We say that a partial differential equation is principally linear, if it is linear in the
terms of the highest derivatives with coeficients containing only independent variables.
2) D is a connected open set in the m-dimensional Euclidean space.
3) D means the closure of D, and D the boundary of D.
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The purpose of this note is to give an existence theorem for the
solution of the boundary value problem of the first kind regarding
the equation (0), under adequate supplementary conditions, in such
a way that the solution u(x) is limited by the inequalities
ω(x) <; U(X) < ω(x) ,
where ω(x) and ω(x) are quasi-supersolution and quasi-subsolution of
(0) respectively. The main result of this note is given in §6.
The argument of this note is based on the work of J. SCHAUDER :
Uber linear e elliptische Differentialgleichungen zweiter Or dung. ^  We
define the distance of two points x and xf by \x—x'\ = (ΣΓ=ι (#* — #i')2)1/2
We also define \df\ and |32/| by
13/1 = (ΣΓ-i (?/)2)1/2> |32/|= <Σ?,j-ι (g2/)2)1/2
A function /(ΛΓ) is said to be H
Λ
-continuous (0<tf^l) on A, if there
exists a constant C such that
|/(*)-/(*')I^C|*-*'|« for all x,x'eA.
Then we define H"A(f) (the Holder constant of / on A) as the least
value of such C. We also use the notation
(0.3) ||/||ϊ = Max|/(*)|+H </)
XζA
and, if feC2(A),
(0.4) I l / l l ί 2 = l l / l l l + l|3/||ϊ+||9y||;.
Schauder proved the following theorems :
Theorem A. Let D be a bounded domain, and let ai}(x) be HΛ+9-
continuous in D and subjected to the condition
I J+i(0.5) det (*„) = ! and !!*„
Then there exists a constant C
Λ
 depending only on a, 8 and Λ such that,
for any compact set K in D and any solution u(x) of
(0.6) ΣΓ,>ιM*)3a«=/(*)
such that || u | j ί 2<C +°°, holds the inequality
where δ = dist (ίί, D).
4) Math. Zeit. 38 (1938), 257-282.
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Theorem B. Let D be a bounded domain whose boundary D is of
type Bh.^ Let a^x) satisfy (0. 5) and let β(x) be a function of C2[DΓ|
such that || β \\°^2 <^ -h oo. Then there exists a solution u(x) of (0.6) in
D with the boundary value β(x) such that
\\u\\«D>*<:C(\\f\\«D+\\β\\r),
where C is a constant depending only on D, ay 6 and A.
REMARK. We can easily prove that there exists a constant A
depending only on A and L such that (0. 5) holds, if ai3(x) satisfies
A'1 ^ ΣΓ, j-i <M*) fif j ^  A for ΣΓ-i ξ\ = 1 (A <ί 1)
and
(ΣS j-i (M*')
where A and L are positive constants.
§ 1 Limitation of u(x)
1. Theorem 1. Let ω(x) be a quasi-super solution (-sub solution} of the
equation
(1. 1) Φ[«] = 2?, j-i ««(*) 2u-F(x, $u) = 0
domain D, and let v(x] be a function of C2[D] ^//A ίΛβ following
properties :
(1.2) ΦIV]>0 «0) for x such that υ(x)^> ω(x) «ω(Λ:))
ί/
(1.3) lim (v(x)-ω(x)} ^0 (^ 0) /or ^eD.
ω(ΛΓ) C> ω(x)) for X^D.
Proof. If the conclusion was not true, there exist by (1. 3) a posi-
tive constant a and a point XQ e D such that
(1.4) V(XQ) = ω(#0) + tf and Z (ΛT) <: ω(jt:) + α: in D .6)
Then there exist a neighborhood C7 and a function ω
v
(#) e C2[D] such
that
5) A /-dimentional manifold is said of type Bh, if it is locally representable in the
form Xi=<pi(slt..., si) in such way that Rank9(^)=/ and d2φ is f/α -continuous (0<[ίκ<<l).
6) α; = inf ( λ : ω(jc)-f λ>ι;(jc) for all Λ : € D } .
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(1. 5) ω
v
(#0) = ω(xϋ) , ωv(x) ^ ω(x) in U
and
(1.6) Φ[ω
v
]^0 in U.
Thus,
(1.7) ω
v
(*0)<^(*0)
and, as ω
v
(jκ:)— v(x) is minimum for x = x0 by (1.4) and (1.5), we have
(1. 8) 3ω
v
(*0) = dv(X0)
and
(1. 9) ΣΓ, j-i *,,(*o) gX(*0) i> Σ" j-i M*o) gM*o) 7)
Hence, from (1. 8) and (1. 9)
(1-10) Φ[<Oc=*0^Φ[<U*0
On the other hand, from (1. 7), (1. 2) and (1. 6) we get
which contradicts (1. 10), q. e. d.
2. We say that a domain D has the property ((σ-)), when there
exists a constant σ ^> 0 with the following property : To any point p
of D there corresponds a closed sphere Sp with radius σ such that
Lemma 1. Let D be a bounded domain with the property ((σ)), and
let d be the diameter of D. Let ai3(x) be subjected to the condition
(2. 1) A-1 < ΣS j.i <*tj(x) ££* ^  A for ΣΓ-i f ϊ = 1 ,
where A is a constant 2> 1. TΛ^w ί^^r^ exists a constant CA,σ,a depending
only on my Ay σ and d such that for the solution u(x) of
(2.2) Σ?,j-ι^W32w=/W
with the boundary value u = 0 (x 6 ZO, where f ( x ) is bounded on D, holds
the inequality
(2. 3) I u(x) I ^  C ,^
 σ
,
 Λ
 dist (Λ, D) sup f(x) | .
7) By a linear transformation of coordinates we can bring the matrix («ίX#0)) into tne
diagonal form (λ
έ
δ^), where λj^>0. Then Σλi ?2ω(^o)^Σλi ?2 «(^o)» which is epuivalent
to (1.9).
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Proof. Let x
ϋ
 be any point of D and let p be a point of D such
that dist(#0, /))— \x<>—p\ Let Sp be the closed sphere with radius σ
such that D^Sp — (p), and let c be the center of Sp. If we put
ω
(x) = φ(r), where r= \x—c\, then
(2.4)
where a(x) = r~2
Thus, if we define φ(r) by
(2. 5) <p(r) = (mAΓ1 F Γ {(rf+
σ
)m^V-mA2+1 -r} dr ,
Jσ
where F is a constant ]> sup | /(#) | , and as φ'(r) > 0, ^"(r) <^ 0 for
σ <: r δ + r f a n d
Σ?-ι ^W ^ ^ ^ , a(x) ^ ^ -J (by (2. 1)) ,
we have
(2. 6) Σ?, j-i ^ (^) 2ω + F ^  0 in D
and ω(Λr) ^  0 for x e /).
On the other hand, as F>|/(ΛΓ)| in D, we get from (2.2)
(2.7) Σ?,j-ι*«(*)g2« + ^ >0 in D
and u(x) = 0 ^  ω(x) for jt: e D. Thus, by Theorem 1,
u(x) < ω(x) — φ(r) in D .
Then, as ω(p) = ^>(σ) = 0 and ^>" < 0,
or from (2. 5)
where C J > σ ι d -
Similarly we obtain
u(x0)^ -C^ ι σ f d dist(Λ 0 , D)F.
Letting F tend to sup|/(*)| we get (2.3).
§ 2 Estimation of du
X
3. Theorem 2. L#ί D be a bounded domain, whose diameter is d.
Let dij(x) be subjected to the conditions (2. 1) and
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(3.1) (HT,j=ι{aiJ(x')-aiJ(x)}ψ2^L\x'-x\ for any xyx*£Dy
Γ and f ( x y uyp) (p = (pιy ••• ,pm)) satisfy the inequality
(3.2) \f(*,u,p) <B\p\2 + Γ
for JceD, ω(x) <1 u <L ω(x) and |/>|<^-f °° Let u(x) be any solution of
(0) such that
(3. 3) I u(x) \^M in Dy where 16 ABM< 1 .
Then there exist constants C0) and C(2), depending only on m, Ay L, By M
Γ and dy such that
\du(x) I < C^/p(xγl Max { | u(xr) \ } +CC2),
\x'-X\^p(.x)
where p(x) — dist (x, D).
Proof. Let a be any point of Dy and let ΣK be a closed sphere
defined by
ΣK — {χ I \x—a\<>/c dist (ay D)}
We put also
(3. 4) μ
κ
 =
X € ΣK
where p
κ
(x) = dist (xy ΣJ. Then there exists a point x0 e^K such that
(3.5)
Now let Tx = x' be a linear transformation of coordinates such
that
ΣΓ, j-i
where W'(Λ') = α(jt ) and /(jp, M, 3w) =f'(x'y ufy du') .
Then we have for (0)
(3. 6) Δα' = ΣΓ^-i^-Λ7*^)) 3V+/'(jr', «', 3«') .
Let S
λ
 be a closed sphere in T(D) = Dr with the center #0' = T(ΛΓO)
and the radius \p
κ
(x0), where λ is a constant such that 0 <^\<^Λ~1/2/2
and S
λ
 d Γ(Σιe) Let G(#', f ) be the Green's function of the equation
Δw' = 0 with respect to the domain S
λ
 so that from (3. 6)
8) θw7 means 9 u'.
* xί
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G(x', mΣΓ.j-i (δv-
', ξ)f'(ξ, U'(ξ),
where h(x') is the harmonic function which takes the same value as
u'(x') for x'eS
λ
. Then
(3.7) 1 3»'<*
β
') |<ς<I) + (!!) + (Ill),
where ( I ) = | ^  9G(*
β
',
,
= \dh(x0')\.
Since by T the distance will be changed by the ratio between
A'1/z and A1/z, we have
As \du(x)\<,(l-\A1/2Γ1 p^x,,)'1 μ* in T''S^CΣ«)> we nave, taking λ
so small that (l-λ41/2)"2<2,
(3.9) \du'(ξ)\^^2A^p
Λ
(x<>Γ1μκ for |eSλ
and from (3.2)
(3. 10) \ f ' ( ξ , u'(ξ), du'(ξ)) \ = \f(x, u, du) \ ^  2BPlc(x0Γ* μ\ + Γ .
Then regarding (3.8), (3. 9), (3. 10), |9G<*0', |)|^ 2|f-^'|-M+1 and
0 " , w e g e t
(3.11) (I)
(Π) <i I «C 9G(Jf.', I) Σ«,ί (δy-βίΛf )) 9«'(f ) cos
or
(3. 12) (II) ^  (m+6) ^ 2 AL\μ
κ
9) ω
m
 means the surface measure of the m-dimensional unit sphere, and dnξ =
10) do- means the infinitesimal surface element of S\ and n is the normal of
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and (III) ^  X-'p.^,)-1 Max {\u'(x')\; x'-x
a
'\^\Pκ(xa)},
hence
(3.13) (III) ^λ-V^oΓ1 sup \u(x)\.|»-α|^p(α)
As |cχ(*) ^A-^ia^JI^A-vV^)-^
and
 Pκ(xoχ2p(a) ^ d, we get from (3.7), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13),
(3.14) λCX-(l-λQ ^  + λ-1C2 ;> 0 ,
where C0 - 4^^ C, - ^/2 (m + 6) ^5/2Lrf
and C2 = A
1/2
 sup | u(x) \ + 8\p(a)2 A1/2Γ .
Since C0C2 ^  4ABM+8\d
2ABΓ, by (3.3) we can take λ>0,
depending only on m, A, L, B, Γ and d, so small that
(3.15) λC.O/2 and (l-λC1)2>4(λQ (λ-χC2).
Let R
λ
 and R2(Rl<^R2) be the distinct real roots of the equation in X
/Q 1 £\ "\ λ^1 "V2 /"I \ /^ \ V i N — l/^ Π
\O. -LU/ Λ>\s Q^\. \ ± Λ>\s ι) -Λ. ~{" AJ V-/2 \J .
Then we have from (3.14)
But we can easily see from (3.4) that μ
κ
 depends on K continuously
for 0 <^ K <^ 1 and lim μ
κ
 — 0. Then we have only μ
κ
 < R
ί
. And,
letting K tend to 1, by the definition of μ
κ
(3.17) du(a)I <1 Rlp(a)~l.
As R, is the smaller root of (3.16) and \C, < 1/2,
73 ^ 4C9
Thus from (3.17)
\du(a) <L Cα)/)((2)~1 sup \u(x)
where C« == 4λ-1yl1/2 and Cm = 16dA1/2Γ depend only on m, A, L, B, M,
Γ and d, q. e. d,
Corollary. If we replace the condition (3.2) in Theorem 2 by
(3.19) \ f ( x , u , p ) ^Γ,
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and omit (3.3), then there exists a constant CA,L,a depending only on
m, A, L and d, such that
sup|a?'-a>|^p(
where p(x) = dist (x, D).
Proof. We have instead of (3. 14)
Then, putting λ = C1/2, we get
μ
κ
^2C?A1'2 sup \u(x)\+8Al'2p(a)2T.
\x-a\^p(a.)
Thus we have from (3.4), letting K tend to 1,
\du(a) ^CA,L,aP(a)-* sup \u(x)\ +8A1'2P(a) Γ ,|a?-α|^p(α)
where C^,Zft l = v
/2
 (m + 6) ^ L3Ld, q. e. d.
§ 3 Existence theorem for bounded f(xyuyp)
4. We say that f ( x , u, p) is H
Λ
-continuous in the finite part of a
2m + l-dimensional domain D*, when there exists a constant HMtN
depending on arbitrary positive numbers M and N such that
(4.1) \f(x'yur,pr}-f(xyuyp)\^HM,N{\xf-x\«+\u'-u\«+\p'-p\«}
for any (x9 uy p\ (xr, ur, pf) with the restriction | u , M' | ^  M and
Theorem 3. Let D be a bounded domain with the diameter d, the
boundary ί) being a hypersurface of type Bhy and let ai3(x) be Hi-
continuous in D. Let f ( x , u, p) be H
Λ
-continuous (0 <^ a <^ 1) in the
finite part of
and bounded :
(4.2) \f(x,u,p)\^Γ in D*.
Then there exists a solution u(x) of (0) with the boundary value u = 0
(xeD) such that \\ u(x) ||£'2 < -f oo.
Proof. For fixed positive constants TV and Λ, let g^,
Λ
 be the set
of functions v(x)eC1[D'] with the following properties:
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(4.3) v(x) = Q for xeD,
(4.4) \dv(x) ^N in D,
and
(4. 5) I dv(x'*)-c)v(x) I < Λ I χ'-χ I for x9 xf e D .
Then
(4. 6) υ(x) I < Nd for all υ(x) e &.,
 Λ
 .
SΛ .Λ is a compact convex set in C^D], where C^D] is a Banach
space with the norm
\\υ\\ — Max I v(x) \ + Max | dv(x) \ .
D D
For convenience we write fM(x) =f(x, v(x), 'dv(x)), then /It0 is HΛ-
continuous in D for v Gg^A. Because, there exists a constant /e ;> 1
such that any pair of points x and xr in Z) can be joined by a curve
in D with length <: K x—xf\, hence from (4.4)
\υ(x')-υ(x)\^ιcN\x'-x\ for all ve^)A.
Thus by (4. 1), (4. 5) and (4. 6)
(4. 7) Hζ(fω) <ς ^ df
Now by Schauder's Theorem B, for any v GS^Λ> there exists the solu-
tion u(x) of
(4.8) Σr,
with the boundary value u = 0 (# G D), which satisfies
(4. 9) 32M I +H«(32M) £ C«{Max |/Cβ) | +fΓS(/tβJ)} ,3
where Ccl) depend only on D, ^4 and L, as there exist constants A and
L such that (2. 1) and (3. 1) hold.
Since D has the property ((σ)) for certain σ >> 0, we have by (4. 2)
and Lemma 1,
(4.10) \u(x)\^CA,σ,Λp(x)Γ, where P(x) = dist (^ />) .
Then from Corollary in § 3, by (4. 10),
(4.11) |3κ(*)|^C*Γ,
where C* is a constant depending only on m, A, L, σ and d. Now we
put
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(4.12) N
Then from (4.7) and (4.9), for any V
hence
(4.13)
Since 0 <^ a, < 1, we can choose Λ0 so large that
*Ct»{Γ + fl
β
<l + MΓ0) +ΛS)} <;Λ0.
Then by (4.13)
(4.14)
0
If we denote by Φ the transformation of u e S w
 λ
 into the
-^ 0 > ^*0
solution u of (4. 8) with the boundary value u = 0 (# 6 D) :
u = Φ£#] ,
such that || w] |£ 2 < + °° > then (4.11), (4.12) and (4.14) show that
The mapping Φ of %N A into itself is continuous in C*[D]. Because,
if v, vr egjy
 A
(4.16) l/c,,]—/rvj| ^  // 0(|fl ' —#|"-f |30' —30|Λ) <; 2H0(\\ v' — v \\)".
And for u = Φ[j;] and u' = Φ[V]
X ,j; f
=
l &ij\%) ζ * \W ίί ) J CϋA^/ ./"Cl/J\^V ^-^ -^
•> ϊj
and w(#) — wr(ji£:) = 0 for #eZλ Thus by Lemma 1 and Corollary in §2,
replacing Γ by 2H,(\\vf-v\\)« in (4.10) and (4.11), we get
I u(x)-u'(x) I <ί 2CA>σ,β rfflodl υ-υ' ||)-
and
These show the continuity of Φ. Then from (4.15), by the fixed
point theorem in functional space,10 there exists a w0 e ^ N t λ such that
11) Tychonoff: Ueber einen Fixpuktsatz, Math. Ann. 111.
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Then u0(x) is a solution of (0) with the boundary value u = 0, q. e. d.
§ 4 Existence theorem for regular boundary condition
5. Lemma 2. Let D be a bounded domain with the property ((σ-))
and the diameter d. Let atj(x) be subjected to the conditions (2. 1) and
(3.1), and f(x, u, p) to the condition (3.2) Let u(x) be a solution
of (0) with the boundary value u — 0 (x G D) and satisfy (3. 3). Then
there exists a constant C% depending only on m, A, Ly B, Γ, M, σ and
d, such that
Proof. First we shall prove the existence of a constant C*
depending only on m, A, L, By Γ, M and σ such that for the solution
of (0), which vanishes on D and satisfy (3. 3), holds the inequality
(5.1) |α(*)|^C* dist(#, D) .
Let XQ be any point of D and let p be a point of D such that
\x0—p =dist(Λ:0, /)). Let Sp be a closed sphere with the radius σ
such that Sp/ΛD = (p), and c be the center of Sp. Then the function
(5. 2)
 ω
(x) = Mlog [(r-σOΛσ-V)] ,
where r = |*—c|, </ = (1— £2) <τ ,
satisfies the inequality
(5. 3) Φ[ω] = ΣΓ, j.i atj(x) 32ω + B 3ω ) 2 + Γ ^ 0
for <r^|#-c ^σ-(l-f6), where Γ X >Γ>0 (for example 1V = Γ + 1) and
(5. 4) 6 = Min {(2mA2Γ\ σ'^M/SAΓ')1'2} .
In fact, as (r-σf) r~l < 6<l/4 for σ ^  r ^  σ- (1 + 6)
M(l-2ABM)/2A(r-σ')2
^ 0 (by (5. 4)) .
We have also, as log (1-f £'*)
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(5.5) ω(*)>M for \X-C\=(l+8)σ.
Let D
ε
 be the part of D defined by
D 8= {x;
then ω(» is a quasi- super solution of Φ = 0 in D
ζ
 . But u(x) satisfies
the inequalities
in
 A > »(*) ^  *>(#) for x e £>
ε
 .
Thus, by Theorem 1,
w(*) ^  ω(#) = Mlog [( *-c|-σ')/(σ -σ ')] for * G D
ε
 .
We get a similar inequality, if we replace w(jtr) by — u(x). Then
(5.6) |zφt)|^Mlog[(|*-c|-σO/(σ -σ ')] for x£D
ζ
.
As log[(r-σ/)/(cr-σ/)]^(σ --σ/)-1(r- σ)===(σ£2)-1(r-σ) for r^σ and
r — σ = dist ( x 0 , D) for Λ: = Λ:O, we get from (5.6)
«(ΛΓO) | ^(σS^MdistOCo, D) for Jt:0eDε.
But this inequality holds also tor x0eD—Dζ. (5.1) is thus proved.
Now by Theorem 2 we have
(5.7) \3u(x)\^C™p(xΓl Max \u(x^\+C™,
x
where p(jc) = dist (x, D), and C(1) and C(2) depend only on m, A, L, B, Γ,
M and rf. And, as by (5. 1)
for \x'-x\<,p(x),
we get from (5. 7)
= C# , q. e. d.
6. Theorem 4. L#ί D be a bounded domain with the boundary of
type Bh. Let atj(x) be H ^ continuous in Dy and let f(xyu,p) be HΛ-
continuous (0<^^<C1) in the finite part of
D*= { ( x , u , p ) ; xeD, ω(x)^u<ω(x), \p\<+oo],
where ώ(x) and ω(x) are quasi-supersolution and quasi-subsolution of (0)
respectively such that
\ω(x) ^M, \ω(x)\^M, ω(x)<ω(x).
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And there is a finite set {Uj}nj=l such that (0.1) and (0.2) hold in each
U= Uj and V/ϊ=ι Uj^D Let aij(x) be also subjected to the condition
(2. 1) and f(x, u, p) to the condition (3. 2), where (3. 3) holds. Then
there exists a solution of (0) with the boundary value β(x] (xeD) such
that
ω(x) <, u(x) <, ω(x) and \\ u(x) ||£'2< + °° ,
where β(x) is a given function of C3£D] such that
in D .
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that β(x) = 0.
Then we put
(6. 1) N0 = Max {Max 1 35V | , Max 1 3ωv | , C#(Γ+1)} ,12)
Uj " Uj x
where C#(Γ+1) is the constant given in Lemma 2 but Γ is replaced by
Γ + l. We define /*(*, u,p] by
>^ if l^ i^^o,
.«|i|-» if lί^Λ-..
and then f#(x, u,p) by
ί/*(ΛΓ, ω(x), P)
 + Γ^ gL for « > ώ(*) ,
(6. 3) f#(x, u, p) = /*(*, M, />) for ω(Λr) ^  u <, ώ(x) ,
\f*(X,<ϋ(X),P) + ι"~r
r
(X)}, f θ Γ « < ω ( Λ Γ ) .l -f ω (X) — u
We can easily prove that /#(#, w,^) is bounded and ^-continuous in
D#= {(^,«,ί); JceA |«|< +00, |/>|<+ 00}
Then by Theorem 3 there exists a solution u(x) of
(6. 4) Σr, j.i atj(x) ^u =f#(x, u, du)
vanishing on D such that || u(x) \\%2 <^ + oo. u(x) must satisfy the
inequality
(6. 5) ω(ΛΓ) ^ «(ΛΓ) ^  ω(ΛΓ) .
In fact, as f%(x, ω^(x), dω^(x)) =f(x, ω
v
(^), 3ω
v
(Jt:)) for x and v such that
ώ(χ) = OJV(Λ:), ώ(jt ) is a quasi-supersolution of the equation
12) We can assume that Uj are bounded and closed.
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Φ[>] = Σ?. j-i <*ijW %2u-f*(x, «(*), 9«) = 0 .
But, as /#(ΛΓ, ω(jtτ), />) =/*(*, ω(jtr), />), w(#) satisfies
(*> >o
for Λ: such that u(x) ^>ώ(x)9 and H(#) = 0 <: ω(x) for #eZλ Then by
Theorem 1 we get
u(x) <I ώ(Λ:) in D .
Similarly we obtain u(x) ^> ω(x) in D.
Now /# satisfies the condition
and for M(ΛΓ) holds \u(x)\^M, and 16>1J5M<1. Then by Lemma 2
we have
(6.6)
(6. 5) and (6. 6) show that u(x) is a solution of (0), q. e. d.
§ 5 Preparation for the general boundary condition.
7. Lemma 3. Let D be a bounded domain. Let ai3(x) be subjected
to the conditions (2.1) and (3.1), and f(x, u,p) to the conditions (3.2)
and (4. 1) in
D*={(x,u,p); xeD, ω(x)^u^ω(x), \p\<+oo],
where ω(x) and ω(x) are continuous functions on D such that
I ω(x) I < M, I ω(x) I ^  M and 16 ABM< 1 .
Let g 6^ the set of all solutions u(x) of (0) such that
ω(x) <, u(x) <L ω(x) and |M|"'2 <^+ oo .
Then, for any closed sphere S in D, there exist constants C{S9 Cjj and
Cf such that for all u£%
\du(x)\^089\d2u(x)\^C^ for x^S
and H*(u)^Cf.
Proof. Let δ be the distance between S and D. Then by Theorem 3
(7.1) \du(x)\^C™M$-1 + C^ = CΪ, for xζS,
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Now let S7 be the sphere concentric with S such that rad(S7) = rad(S)
+ 8/2. We put
(7. 2) μ = Max {| 'd*u(x) -
 P(x)*} ,
*£S'
where p(x) = dist (xy S7) and k is a positive constant to be defined
afterwards. Then there exists a point x0 6 S
7
 such that
(7.3) 192"(*o) p(*0)* = ^
Let 2 be the closed sphere with the center x0 and the radius p(x0)/2.
Then, as p(x) ^  p(x0)/2 for # e Σ > we have from (7.2)
Hence
(7. 4)
From (7. 1) we get also
(7.5) \u(x')-u(x)\^Ci
s
, x'-x\ for x, x' eΣ ( C S7) .
Then by (4. 1) we obtain for x, x' £*Σ>
l/c^(*')-/c,o(*) i ^  ^ (i + (C^+z-Vo^V) I *-χ I Λ>
where /CMJ(ΛΓ) =/(ΛΓ, W(ΛΓ), 3α(Λr)) , ^ = //^,^, and p0 = P(xQ), or
(7. 6)
where
By Schauder's Theorem A we have
0) I < CtA9Σ)(p0/2Γ'{Hϊ(fM) + Max |/C||J | -f Max | » |
2 2
,)2 + Γ + M} .
Then by (7.6), putting & = 4(1— a)'1, we get
where CS3) and C£4<1 are positive constants depending on S. Thus from
(7. 3), as &<4 and />„ ^  rad(S'),
(7. 7) /. ^  C«° rad(S')!:-4
But, since 0 <^ « <[ 1, we obtain from (7. 7)
(7.8) /
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where C£5) is a positive constant depending on S. Then, as p(x) :> 8/2
for x e S, from (7. 2) and (7. 8)
(7. 9) 1 32u(x) I ^  2fcC^δ-fc == CS in S for all u € S
Now we get easily from (4. 1), (7. 5) and (7. 9), replacing S by S',
(7. 10) m,(fM) <#,{!+ (αr + (c«,n .
But by Schauder's Theorem A
Thus by (7. 10) there exists a constant C1^ such that
H"
s
(d2u) ^ Cf for all u e S, q. e. d.
8. Now we assume the existence of a sequence of domains {D
n
}
such that D
n
_lζ^Dn, V/Γ-i Dn = D and /X is of type Z?/z. We can prove
the existence of such sequence [D
n
] for any open domain D, but we
will not enter into it here.
Theorem 5. Let a
ίό
(x) be H ^ -continuous in each D
n
 and satisfy (2. 1)
in D. Let f ( x , u, p) be H
Λ
-continuous (0 < a <^ 1) in the finite part of each
D* = {(x,u,p); x^D
n
, ω(x) <,u <,ω(x)y |ί K+oo} ,
where ω(x) and ω(x) are bounded continuous functions such that
and
inD*,
where B and Γ
n
 are positive constants such that 16 ABM<^ 1. Let
{ωy(x)} and {ωy(x)}(ryeΩ,) be systems of quasi- super solutions and quasi-
subsolutions of (0) respectively such that
ω(x) <L ωy(x) «< ωy,(x) <L ω(x) in D (7, 7' G ί2) .
Then there exists a solution u(x) of (0) such that
sup ω-y(x) <* u(x) <L inf ωy(x) in D.Y 6 Ω Y £ Ω
Proof. First we consider a fixed 760. Let β
n
(x) be a function
of C3[D] such that ωy(x)<^ βn(x)< ωy(x) in Dn . Then by Theorem 3
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there exists a solution u
n
(x) of (0) such that u
n
(x) = β
n
(x) for
ωy(x) < u
n
(x) < ωy(x) in Dny and || un \\
Let S be any closed sphere in D, then S(^Dt for sufficiently large /.
By Lemma 3 the sequences {u
n
(x)},{du
n
(x)} and [d2u
n
(x)} are all uni-
formly bounded and equi-continuous in S. Then, as S is an arbitrary
closed sphere in D, we can choose a sequence of natural numbers
{n(v)}(n(v + l)^>n(»)) in such a way that the sequences
{«»cv><*)}> {2»»cv>(*)} and (3X.cv>(*)}
converge uniformly in D in the generalised sense. Then we can easily
see that
lim u
n
^(x) = u(x)
V->oo
is also a solution of (0) such that
™t(x) ^ u(χ) ^ ωy(x) in D.
Now let g
v
 be the set of all solutions of (0) such that
ω
γ
(#) ^  u(x) ^ ωy(x) in D and || u ||S
By Lemma 3 g y is compact in C2(Ί9], where C2[Z)] is a linear topo-
logical space with the pseudo-norm
D
n
 X
 On •
If rγ19 ... , γn are any finite number of 7 Gil, we see easily that
Min (ωy,.(x)} = ω^ίΛ:) is a quasi-supersolution of (0)
l^i^n
Max {ω7i(x)} = ω#(x) is a quasi-subsolution of (0),
such that ω(x) < ω*(x)<^ ω*(x) < ω(x) in D, and /\?-ι Sr* is the set
of all solutions of (0) such that
ω*(x) <L U(X) <^ ω#(ΛΓ) in D, \\U \\D
Then by the first part of the proof A"-ι 87^ is not empty. Thus
AV6Ω & Φ 0 ,
by the intersection property of compact sets, q. e. d.
§6 Main existence theorem.
9. We say that a domain D satisfies the condition of Poincare, if
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for each point c of D there exists a cone of one nappe K with the
vertex c such that, in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of cy K lies
outside of D. Now we shall prove the main existence theorem:
Theorem 6. Let D be a bounded domain satisfying the condition of
Poίncarέ. Let ai5(x) be Hλ-continuous in D and satisfy
(9.1) A-1 ^  Σ?j-ι*«j(*)fi?j ^ A f°r ΣΓ-i f? = 1 (A^,l).
Let f(x, u, p) be H
Λ
-continuous (0 < a < 1) in the finite part of
where ω(x) and ω(x) are quasi- super solution and quasi- sub solution of
(0) respectively such that
(9.2) \ω(x)\^M, \ω(x)\^M in D.
f(x,u,p) satisfies also
(9.3) \f(x,u,P)\<B\p\2 + Γ.
where B and Γ are positive constants such that
(9.4) 16ABM<1.
Then there exists a solution u(x) of (0) such that
\ ω(#) < u(x) <^ ω(x) in D
with the boundary value β(x) (x e ZJ), where β(x) is a given continuous
function on D such that ω(x) <^ β(x) <^ ω(x) in D.
Proof. Let c be any point of Dy and K be a cone of one nappe
with the vertex c, which lies outside of D for \x— c\ <: δ0 (S0 >0). By
a suitable linear transformation of coordinates, we can assume
But (9. 3) must be replaced by
(9.30 \f(x,u,p)\
We assume also that the axis of the cone K is the j^-axis with the
positive sence directed into D. Let us introduce the new coordinates
r,θ, ξ2, ... , ξm by
\x — c\ = r, x1— c1 = r cosθ, xi — ci = r sin^ ^ (i ^  2) .
And we assume that K is represented by
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(K) (0<60<τr/2).
Now we shall construct a quasi- supersolution ω
c
(x) of (0) of the
form
in a neighbourhood of c. Then we have
tJ )φ
f -
= <
I r-
r'
1
 sin (9
ί r~
2
 sin 2(9
= -r-
2
 cos
where
if ί = l,
if f ^ 2 ,
if i = j = l,
if i = l,j^2,
if ι ,y^2.
Thus, assuming 0 < 7 <C 1 and 0 •< δ < 1, we get for r — \ x—c | •< 8
\φ\},
(9.5) '" " ' """ *
where & is a fixed constant. Then, assuming 0
get from (9.5) for
(9.6) Φ[
x/
 -f feδ I ψ"\) + (m-2) cot θ φf
+14- I cotβ I) φ'\ +m
Ί
\φ\ +SΓ} .
Now we put
(9.7) φ(θ) = \-*μ\θ +(2AB)'1 log {(l+\2/2ABμ)
where C = 6M-(2^5)~1 log (λ2/2 ABμ) ,
(9. 8) \ = 2((m-l) cot <
and μ = λ^Aβ)-^!-
Then ^(e)(eC2[|e|^τr]) satisfies, for \θ\<τr, the inequalities
(9.9) φ'(θ) Θ^Q, φ"(θ)<0,
, we
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and
(9.10) φ" + \\φ' + 2ABφ
Thus, assuming
f 0<δ<Min {δ0, 1, (2k)~\
(9
'
Π)
 I 0< 7<Min{l,/V24mM, log 2/log (1/δ)} ,
from (9. 6), (9. 8), (9. 9) and (9.10) we obtain
(9.12) Φ[ω
c
]<0 for Q<\χ-c\=r ^ δ, \Θ\^π-S,
and, as δγ>l/2, φ(θ)^4M and β(c) ^  -M,
(9.13) ω
e
(x)^>M for \x—c\ = δ, \θ\^π—8Q.
Hence ω
e
 = r'
Ϋ
φ(θ)+β(c) + 8 is a quasi-supersolution of (0) in D^{x;
\x-c\^8}. Then
for |Λr-c|>8,
lώ(^), ω
c
(jn;)} for I #—c | ^  δ ,
is a quasi-supersolution of (0) such that
°<
e
,,>(x)>β(x)' in ΰ,
if we take δ = δ(£)>0 so small that (9.11) and \β(x)-β(c)\<6 for
\x-c\<*8. Similarly
for \x— c \ < L 8 ,
where ώ
c
 = —r
Ί
φ(θ) + β(c)—Sy is a quasi-subsolution of (0) such that
Then by Theorem 5 there exists a solution W(ΛΓ) of (0) such that,
for all ceD and £>0,
(9.14) ω(c,ε)(*)^H(*)5Sω(c,ε)(*) in D.
Letting 6 tend to 0, we obtain from (9. 14)
lim u(x) = β(c) for any c e D
a;— c
and ω(Λ ) <1 u(x) <L ω(x) in D, q. e. d.
REMARK. The condition imposed on the boundary of D can be
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weakened for the case m = 2, while the calculations in the proof will
be much simplified.
10. Really we have the conjecture : the restriction (9. 4) in Theorem 6
may be removed. But now we shall only show that the condition (9. 3)
can not be replaced by
where K is any constant ^>2. For this, we consider the following
example :
and D is the domain
(D)
(10. 1) has the form Δ# =f(x, u, 9#), where / is strictly increasing with
u. Then, as we can easily prove, (10. 1) has at most one solution under
the boundary condition
(10.2) u = 0
Since (10. 1) is invariant under any orthogonal transformation of
independent variables (rotation about the origin), the unique solution
of (10.1) under (10.2) is a function of r = (Σ*=ι*?)1/2 only: u = u(r).
Hence u(r) satisfies the ordinary differential equation
(10.3) «" = ud u'2)1".
The solution u of (10. 3) satisfies
(1 + u'2Γ* = 8(C-u2) (C = const.) .
Then 0^u2<^C = c2 for # < * £ , and
Thus, as u(a) = 0 and u(b) = h <: c ,
or
where
 7(6) = 21/T(l/25 + l)2/Γ(l/£ + 2)
Hence 0< h <, c <7l(£)(b-a)*/ίί+!!) ,
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where 7^6) is a constant depending only on 8.
Therefore, if
(10.4) h-^
there exists no solution of (10. 1) under (10. 2), although
and ω(x) = 0
are quasi-supersolution and quasi-subsolution of (10. 1) respectively in
D. And for x e D and 0 <1 u <1 M holds the inequality
only if 5= (1 + £)/?, and Γ is sufficiently large. ABM= (1-f 8)h2 may
also be arbitrarily small, if b— a is so small that (10.4) holds:
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